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“Sometimes in our

missionary lives,
course corrections are
necessary…”

-

-
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-

“Water for the body
and Water for the
soul...two necessary
things, each complimenting the other but
obviously, the one is
temporary while the
other is eternal.”

-

“Eleven thousand men died on an island not large enough to even sustain such a population. It
was the place where two armies met, each bent on destroying the other...each hoping to hold ground
at the end of the conflict that would not be worth such loss. One of the most bitter and destructive
battles of the Pacific during WWII was engaged here on Peleliu. This tiny, five square mile rock
island and many others like it out here were the scenes of unimaginable destruction. The rusting
military junk serves a gruesome reminder. We pray to bring life instead, by The Word of God.”

Mission: Micronesia
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“Cultivating new
fields of ministry
takes time and demands a lot of personal attention.”

“I’m burning up to discover what lies around the bend or over the hill or across the way or beyond the
horizon. I have been lost in travel more times that I can ever remember but feel fairly certain that I’ve seen
more than a lot of folks ever see who never lose their way. And It isn’t that I have lost my way. I just sometimes like to take the long way around. And whether on purpose or by mistake, that usually results in a
most pleasing experience with surprising results. And going the long way is often paired these days with going
slowly. That too lends itself to much pleasure. And there are many people with whom to pass the time.” —gk
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...Reaching people on the edge!

-

Contemplating a table full of OTC medical supplies and books, this man of Babeldaob
Island, Ngiwal state, makes his selections on New Year’s Eve to take home to his family.

Email me:
glen@rimnativa.com

“I remember my 4th grade teacher in Gould, Arkansas telling us one day of the voyage of Christopher Columbus. It
must have been around the Columbus Day Holiday...and I have to smile now looking back on it. But as she taught us
the lesson in the story, I found myself making a drawing of a sailing boat such as what I imagined the celebrated Portuguese sailor must have had. In those days I didn’t know about caravels and such boats of the 15 Century but in my
mind I could see one of his boats and I busied myself drawing it. But without warning a sudden smack on the hand that
broke my pencil lead on the paper and the scowl of the teacher as she snatched the rendering from my desk ended my
drawing...but not my imagination!”
—Memoirs of a Missionary, Glen Knight

